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for: 

tubular bell:~ 
# • 

and 

light projections 

text: 

the piece is to be realized indoors within a specific performance 
area, consisting of a circle, 
the diameter of which can be anywhere from 50 to 200 or more feet. 

the tubular bell is to be placed directly at the center of the 
performance area, 
and should b e placed on a podium, from 2 to 4 feet high, 
and which is to allow enough room for the tubular bdll and the 
musician. 
the musician does not require a score nor a music-stand. 

the light projectors are to be placed at various positions behind 
the performance area, 
the exact· placement of the light projectors is to be determined 
by the size of the performance area that is used for realization, 
and by the design of the projections that are realized. 

the audience is to be placed eq uidistantly from the center of the 
circle. 
the first circled row of chairs should be placed at least 15 feet 
from the center of the performance area. 

the musician and light projectionists are to be positioned before 
the audience enters the performance area. 

3 minutes after the musician and light pro0ectionists have been 
positioned, the auditorium doors are to be opened and the audience 
is to enter the performance area and is to be seated. 

the audience is to be seated before the realization begins. 

there is to be no allowance for late-c omers. 

after the audience has been se a ted, the auditorium doors are to 
be closed. 
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text continueda 

no one is to enter the performance area while the auditorium doors 
are closed. 

after the auditorium doors have been clo s ed, and the audience has 
been seated, each member of t he audience is to read the "audience 
instruction" sheet, which is to t e placed on each chair in the 
performance area. 

fifteen minutes after the a uditorium doors have been closed, the Au.J'irowi.toh 
lights are to be turned out. 

the performance area is to remain dark for nine minutes. 

the realization is to begin at the moment the performance area 
becomes dark. 

instruction for realization: while the performance area is dark 
each member of the audience is to 
sit in the position that is the most 
comfortable and relaxing for each. 

each member of the audience must 
relax their entire respective bodies, 
which must become so wholly relaxed 
so as to have relief from all tension, 
and so as to seem weightless; 
2nd each member of the audience must 
relax their entire respective minds, 
which are to become so wholly relaxed 
so as to be clear of all outer thought. 

during the process of relaxing the mind 
and body, each -member of the audience 
is to evolve to a condition of perfect 
~eace and stillness within themsleves. 

each member of the audience is to 
evolve to such a condition of peace and 
stillaess, so as to hear the essence of 
that peace and stillness, and so as to 
hear the inner sound vibrations that 
are within them, a nd so a s to feel the 
pulse of the vibr at ions of their inner 
being. 

the p er f ormance area is to remain dark 
during the process of evolving to the 
condition of peace and stillness. 
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MANTRA I 

text continued: 

instructi0n for realization continued: nine minutes after the 
auditorium lights have been turned out, 
a soft white light is to be projected 
around the center of the performance 
area, 

thr ee minutes after the projection of 
the soft white light, a series of 
revolving images are to be projected 
overhead of the performance area. 

the light projections are to begin 
simultaneously. 
each projector is to realize a differ~nt .~ 
image. 

projector A is to realize a fixed image 
onto which the revolving images are to 
be superimposed, 

projector B is to realize another fixed 
image which is to revolve in a clockwise 
direction, 

projector C is to realize another fixed 
· image which is to revolve in a counter
clockwise direction. 

projector D is to realize the soft white 
light which is to be projected around 
the center of the performance area. 

the rotation of each complete cycle is 
to be synchronized forming one structured 
projection, 
the speed of the revolving projections 
will be different at each realization. 

ea ch contrasting image is to be projected 
within the framework of a circle, 
each consisting of the same diameter, 
which are to be superimposed forming one 
structured projection, 

the circumference of the light projections 
are to be equal to the proportions of 
the performance area, 
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MANTRA I 

text continued& 

instruction for realization continued: as the revolving projections 
are realized, the members of the audience 
are to continue to meditate on the peace 
and stillness within them, 
and are to meditate on the inner sound 
vibrations within them, 
and are to meditate on the pulse of the 
vibrations of their inner being. 

three minutes after the commencement of 
the revolving projections the musician 
is to begin the realization of the 
MANTRA, 
which is to consist of the formulaJ 

attack the single pitcht ~ 
r. 

the single pitch is to vibrate to 
extinction 

realize a 9 second pause 

the formula, (MANTRA), is to be realized 
300 times. 

the intensity of the attack of the single 
pitch is to allow the single pitch to 
vibrate to extinction within a duration 
of 9, 12, 15, . or 18 seconds. 

the musician is to establish the formula, 
(MANTRA), (the intensity of the attack 
of the single pitch, the duration of the 
single pitch vibrating to extinction, 
with the 9 second pause), 
from the initial statement of the 
formula, (MANTRA). 

with the formula, (MANTRA), established 
from the initial statement, the formula, 
(MANTRA), is to be realized 300 times, 
with the intensity of each attack of the 
single pitch, 
and the duration of the single pitch 
vibrating to extinction, 
with the 9 seconds pause, 
consistent at each statement of the 
formula, (MANTRA) . 

MA ~'rRA I ( 4) text 



MANTRA I 

text continueda 

instruction for realization continued: if during a specific statement 
of the formula, (MANTRA), the single 
pitch vibra tes to extinction before the 
duration established from the initial 
sta tement, the musician is to count the 
established duration, 
and is to realize the 9 second pause, 
and then is to continue with the next 
sta tement of the formula, ( ~ANTRA). 

if during a s pecific statement of the 
formula, (MANTRA), the vibrations of 
the single pitch are going to continue 
beyond the duration established from 
the initial s tatement, the musician is 
to bring the vibrations to a halt at 
the e s tablished duration, 
and is to realize the 9 second pause, 
and then is to · 66ntinu~ J with~the~bext 
statement of the formula, (IVIAN Ti\A). 

as the vi brations of the single pitch 
are realized at each statement of the 
formula, (MAN TRA), each member of the 
audience, as they continue to meditate 
on, and vibrate in the inner peace and 
stillness within them, are to attune 
the inner sound vibrations and the pulse 
of the vibrations of their inner being 
vibra ting in the inner peace and stillness 
within them, with the vibrations of the 
single pitch. 

each individual member of the audience 
will hear the vibra tions of the single 
pitch differently, and will hear different 
vibrations of the single pitch as they 
occur, 
and each individual member of the audience 
is to attune the inner sound vibrations 
and the pulse of the vibrations of their 
inner being vibrations in the inner peace 
and stillness within t hem, with the 
vibrations of t he single pitch as they 
hear t hem. 
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MANTRA I 

text continued: 

instruction for realization continuedt the revolving projections are 
continued for three minutes after the 
JOOth statement of the formula, (MANTRA). 

three minutes after the JOOth statement 
of the formula, (IVIANTRA), the revolving 
projections are to be brought to a halt. 

the revolving projections are to gradually 
phase out during six final rotating 
cycles. 
the gradual phasing out is to be 
synchronized so that the revolving 
projections will terminate simultaneously 
at the final rotating cycle. 

the soft white light is to remain 
projected for three minutes after the 
termination of the revolving projections. 

three minutes after the termination of 
the revolving projections, the soft white 
light is to gradually phase out. 

the performance area is to remain dark for 
three minutes after the termination of 
the soft white light. 

while the performance area is dark, the 
musician and light projectionists are'to 
leave the performance area. 

three minutes after the termination of 
~he soft white light, the auditorium 
lights are to be turned on, and the 
audience is to leave the performance 
area. 

there is to be no applause. 

Gary lVIcKenz1e 
October 7, 1977 
Madera County, Ca. 
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lVi ANTRA I 

appendix A: 

audience instruction& 

while the performance area is dark, you are to sit in the position 
that is the most comfort8ble and relaxing for you. 

it is suggested that you sit upright with your feet placed firmly 
on the floor' and with your hands placed on your .knees' or · at:·-.: y0ur 
sides, or folded on your lap. 

sitting in the position that is the most comfortable and relaxing for 
you, you are to relax your entire body. 
your entire body must be wholly relaxe d , and is to become so wholly 
relaxed so as to feel weightless. 

a s your body beg ins to relax, you are to relax your mind, which is to 
b ecome so wholly relaxed so as to be clea r of all outer thought. 

as your mind and body relaxes, you are to evolve to a condition of 
perfect peace and stillness within you, 
and you are to evolve to such a condition of perfect peace and stillness 
so as to hear the essence of that peace and stillness, 
and so as to he ar the inner s ound vibra tions within you, 
and so as to feel the pulse of the vi brations of your inner being. 

as t he light projections are realize4, you tare· to ~ continue ·· to m~dit~te 
on, and vibrate · in the · inner peace arid stillness 't -~- and c the i. ' inner sound 
vibrations, and t he pulse of the vibrations of your inner being 
vibrating withjn you. 

as the vibr ri tions of the single pitch are reali ze d , you are to 
continue to meditate on and vibrate in the inner peace and stillness 
within you, 
and as you continue to me ditate on and vibra te in the inner pe8ce 
and stillnes s within you, you are to attune the inner sound lvibrations 
and the pulse of the vi br a tions of your inner being , vibrating in ~ne 
peace and stillness within you, with the vibrations of the single 
pitch as you hear them. 

you are to continue to meditate on, and vibra te in t he inner peace 
and stillness within you, after the vi br a tions of the single pitch 
have been brought to a halt, and a s the light projections continue. 
and you are to continue to meditate on, a nd vibrate in the inner 
peace and stillness within you, after the light projections have 
been brought to a halt, and as the perf ormance area is dark. 

you may leave the performance a r ea after the auditorium lights have 
been turne d on. 
there is to oe no applause. 

Gary McKenzie 
October 7, 1977 
Madera County, Ca. 
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~VIAl TRA I 

appendix B: 

version_ B =alternate formula, (MANTRA): 

attack the single pitch: ~ 
#• 

the single pitch is to vibrate to extinction within 18 seconds 

realize a 9 second pause 

the total duration of the formula, (MANTRA), equaling 27 seconds. 

the formula, (MANTRA), is to be rea lized 300 times. 

the intensity of the attack of the single pitch is to allow the 
single pitch to vibrate to extinction within 18 seconds. 

if the vibrations of the single pitch cease be f ore the 18 second 
duration, the musician is to count the t8 second duration, 
and is to realize the 9 second pause, 
and t hen is to realize the next statement of the formula, (MANTRA}. 

if the vibrations of the single pitch are going to continue beyond 
the 18 second duration, the musician is to bring the vibrations to 
a halt at the 18 second dura tion, 
and is to realize the 9 second pause, 
and then is to realize the next statement of the formula, (MANTRA). 

Gary McKenzie 
Gctober 7, 1977 
Madera County, Ca. 

MANTRA I appendix B (1) v~rsion B: alternate formula, (MANTRA) 



MANTRA I 

appendix C: 

version C: alternate formula, (MANTRA): 

attack the single pitch1 ~ .,. 
the single pitch is to vibrate to extinction 

realize a 9 second pause 

the formula, (MANTRA), is to be realized 300 times, 

the intensity of the initial att ack of the single pitch is to be 
determin~d by the spontaneous realization of the pulse of the 
vibrations of the inner being of the musician. 

each attack of the single pitch at each statement of the formula, 
(MANTRA), is to consist of the same intensity as the initial attack. 

the duration of the single pitch vibrating to extinction at each 
state~ent of the formula, (MANTRA), is to consist of the same 
duration that is determined from the spontaneous realization of the 
single pitch vibrating to extinction at the initial statement of 
the formula, (MANTRA!). 

therefore the intensity qf the attack of the single pitch, and the 
duration of the single pitch vibrating to extinction is to be 
consistent at each statement of the formula, (MANTRA). 

Gary McKenzie 
October 7, 1977 
Madera County, Ca. 

MANTRA I appendix C (1) version C= a lternate formula, (MlMTRA) 
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NANT A I 

appendix D a 

any bell, or temple bell, of low indefinite pitch can be used for 
realization. 

the bell, or temple bell that is used for realization must produce 
audible vibrations for the durations prescribed for the formula, 
( MANTRA). 

Gary McKenzie 
October 7, 1977 
Madera County, Ca. 
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MAl TRA II 

text continueda 

the i¥ str. · :; ,.. nt&~ Rre to be tuned before being, placed in the perforn~a.nce 
area . 

tha light projectors are o be placed at various positions behind the 
p ,rform~nce area . 

the exact placement of the light projectors is to be determined by 
the size of the performance area ~hat is uaed for realization, and 
by the design of the projections *i;hat arc realized. 

the audience is to be placG~d equidista,ntly from the center of tne 
circle . 
the first circled row of chairs should be placed at least fifteen 
feet from th~ center of the perfcrnance area . 

the nuPicians and light projectionists are to be ~ositioned before the 
audi~~ce enters the performance area. 

three ~inutes after *he musicians &nd light projectionists have been 
positioned , the auditorium doors are tQ be open·ed and the audience ir; 
to enter the perf' rmance Gtrea and is to be seated. 

~he audienc~ i~ to hnve been se~ted before the realization begins. 

there is to be no allowance for late-conetD. 

after the audience has been seat\3' ' ., the auditorium doc~ro are to be 
clesed . 

no ., -· .. '· j_:j to enter the performance area after the auditorium doors 
have oeen closed . 

after the auditorium doors have been closed, and the audience na.s 
been se(:lt ·~·:} ~ each member of the audience is to read the "audience 
instruotioa" sheet, which is to be placod on each chair in the 
performance area. 

fifteen minutes after the auditorium doors h<.lVe ·;een closed, the 
auditorium li~hts are to be turned out . 

the realization is to bet~;in at the mome.n·t that the performance area. 
is dark . 

instruct.:'Jn for re:3lizati )n: 1h.~ :: ,· "the p ·~r:fcrn1ance area is darx: 
eac .t1 member o~:" the audience is ta si t 
in the positio1 thPt ie the most 
comfortable and relaxing for each . 

~~NTRA II {2) text 



MANTRA II 

t ext continue : 

instructi n for realization continued• each member of the audience 
must relax their entire respective b0dies 
which must become so wholly rel'Aed so as 
to have relief from all tension , 
and so as to ceem weightless; 
and each member of the audi ence must 
relax th ir respec:t:ive minds , 
wr ic:r~ :.;J.ust become so wholly relaxed so :Js 
to b~ cle?r of all outer thought . 

during the process "f' relaxing the mlnd 
a.nd body , each raember of the ., udience 
must evolve t a condition of perfect 
peace and stillness within themselves . 

each member ~f the audience is tc evolve 
tO> suc .1 a c , ndi tion cf p~rfect 1~eace a 1d 
stillness , so as to hear tl e es'· onc<~ of 
that peace and stilln~ss , 
and so qs to hear the inner sound 
vibrations that are within t te·.n , 
and so to feel trH~ vulse of tt ~~ vi br ··, · ~ ~ (, (18 
of their inner be in[;; . 

each musi .~ian, eit.ner by standing or by 
sittin ~ at their respective instrumentsp 
must relax their entire respective bodies, 
wiich must become eo wholly relaxed so ~s 
to h!-"~Ve relied' from Qll tension, 
and Go ~ . s to seem veightless; 
ani each musici~n must rel0x their e tire 
respective mind,.; , which must beccme so 
~holly relaxed&· as to be cle~r 0f all 
outer thought . 

during the pr·ocess of relaxing the min 
and body , each musici~n is to evolve to 
a c ondition of :perfect peace a11d stillntdss 
wit. in themselves . 

each musician is to evolve to such a 
condition of peace ~nd stillness so n 9 to 
hear the essence ot" th~-... t oeace and 
stillness, · 
and so :::_.~ ·t o hear t ne inner s und 
vibrations witnin them, 
and s ... , a.s to .f. el the pl: ·· se o:(· ... ·i ,-e 
vibr·· ti ons or their inner being . 



MANTRA II 

text continueda 

instruction for realization continued' the performance ~:eR is to 
remain dark during the process of 
evolving to the condition of peace ~nd 
stillness. 

nine minutes after the audi:torium lights 
have been turned out, a soft wh.i te li ~~,-1t 
is to be projected around the center )~ 
the performance area. 

three minutes after the projecti on of 
the soft white light, a series of 
revolving i mages are to be project~d 
overhead of tho pe:r:·forrra.nce area. 

ihB light projections are to begin 
f . 1uul taneously. 

each projector is to realize a differen~ 
.1_mage. 

~rejector A i~ to realize a fixed im3ge 
onto which the revolving images are to 
be Buperi ~n ... osed . 

projector B is to realize ane;ther fixed 
image which is to revolve in a clockwise 
direction. 

projectQ/r C' is t0 realize another fixed 
image which is to revolve in a counter • 
clockwise direction. 

projector D is to realize the soft white 
light that is to be projected around the 
center o.f the J)8rformance are~. 

the rotation of each complete cycle is 
to be synchronized forming one struc ... cured 
projection. 

the speed of the revolving projections 
will be different at each realizati on . 

each contrasting imaqe is to be ~rojectec 
within the framework of a circle, 
each consisting of the sa •. e diameter. 
which are to be superimposed :fcrming onfJ 
structured projecti ·n . 

t-Jt.~. HinA II ( 4) text 



text continued• 

instruction .for realization continued: tra circumference of the light 
projections must be equal to the 
proportions of the performance area. 

as the revolving projectlons are reali~ed, 
the members of the audience are to 
continue ta> meditate on the pEaace and 
stillness within them. 
an~ .. ~~ -.~·e to meditate on the inner sound 
vibra tions within them. 
and are to meditate ·on the pulrH.e c;f the 
vi'bratlona of their inner being. 

three minutes after the commencement of 
the revolving projections, 
the Yilusician is to begin the realiza ... ion 
of t~·l e Mf.~NTRA • 
whlch is to consist of the forBul~l: 

attack the single pitchr <i _: 
r. 

the t.lingle pi toh is to vibr~te to 
extinction 

realize a 9 second pause 

the formula, (MANTRA), is to b~ :r·ealized 
300 times. 

in i:ntensi ty of th.e attaclt of the si~:;l .~ 
pitch is to allow the single pitch ta 
vibrate to extinction withi n .a duration:.'" 
of 9 •. .12 ,, 15, or 18 Beconas. 

the musiclan is t~' estab.J.ish the .:t"cr.~1U.l!:-:t, 
(MA ·~TRA), (the intensity of "the ·attack 
of 'the single pitch. the duration 0f the 
single pitch vibrating to extinction, 
with t e 9 second pause) •· , 
from the initial statement of the 
formula. (MANTRA) . 

with the formula, (MA1~TRA ) , established 
from the initial statement , the formula, 
(MANTRA) , is to be realized JOO times , 
with the intensity t each att~ck of the 
single pitch, and the durati~n of the 
single pitch vibrating to extinction, 
with the 9 second pause , 
c~nsistent at each statement of the 
f<i'rmula, (MANTRA). 

MANTRA II (5) tex· ·; 



MANTRA II 

text continued• 

instruction.·for· realization continued• if during a specific statement 
of the formula; {MAN~'RA), th,e single 
pitch vibrates to extinction before the 
duration established from the initial 
statement • . 
the musician is to count the established 
duration, 
and is to realize the 9 second pause, 
and then is tc continue with ~ he next 
st~1tem~!nt of the formula, (MAN'I:RA). 

if during a specific ata.tement of the 
formula. • (MAN'£HA), the vibrations of 
the sirgle pitch are going to continue 
beyond the duration established frcm the 
initial statement,, 
the musician is to bring the vibr~ticns 
to a halt at the established durrttion, 
and is to realize "the 9 second pau1:1e, 
and then is to continue with the next 
statement of the formula, (t'1AN'l1RA). 

as the vibrat1ons of the single pitch 
are realized at each statement of the 
formula, (MAN'l'RA). each music ian, as 
they continue to meditate ot·.J., and vib:rate 
in the inner peace and stillness within 
them • a-r·e to n ttune the inner sound 
vibrations and the pulse of the vibrhtione 
of their inner being , vibrating in t . . e 
inner peace ·.nd stillness within t rva ., ~ 
with the vibrations of the single pitch. 

each indlvidual musician will he.r;;;,r the 
vibra~ions of the single pitch differently 
and will hear differ£Hlt vibrati ns of the 
single pitch as they occur, 
and each individual musician is to a ~tune 
the inner sound vibrf4ti.ens and the pulse 
of the vibrations of their inner being 
vibrating in the inner peace and stillrtr:~es 
within them, w:i.th ti1e vibrc~.tions o: the 
single pitch, as they hea.r them. 

each musician, ~s they attune the i .nner 
~3 ·ound. vibt"ations and the p tlse of the 
vibrations of their inner being, 
vibraj;ing in the inner peace and .stillness 
within them, with the vibrations cf the 
s .ingle pitch, ar .. e tc reaLize on "their 
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text continued& 

instruction for realization continu:ud • r espec:ti ve ins truments & th.n 
inner sound vibrations and the pulse of 
the vibra tion.s of t .heir inner being , . 
vibrating in tle inner peace and sti llness 
within t hem , a s t hey a:t=cune with ·~n e 
vibrations of the single :c:itch, as they 
hear t hem . 

the structure, duration a.nd inter!si ty 
t hat is realized is to be deterwined by 
the s pontanetus inner rcacti n of the 
musician to th~ structure. duration and 
intensity of t he specific inner s ound 
vibrr--~tions, . and to the stt"ucture, durati )n 
ard irtensity of the specific pulse nf 
the vibrations of t he inner being ~f the 
musit::ian :t'S t hey attune with the 
vibrati ons of the 9i .. lgle pitch. 

the structure, duration and intensity 
that is realized must relate to the 
str ucture, dur a ;ic:n and in 'tens! ty · f t..ha 

if. ~ . d . 1 t. .. spec ~o J.nner tvun v~ ora plons. att.u to 
the structure, dura ti t:.n and int~ .. lsi ty of 
the specific pulse of the vibrati0ns of 
the inner bei ng of the .musician as they 
attune with the vibra·ti 1ns of the siru-:le 

'·<~< • I 

pitch. 

if a music ian , wh en inspired t ~ re~liz~ 
the inner s ound vibrati0ns and the pdlse 
of the· vi ·i ,r ~tions of the innel"' b~if\f~ of 
that musician, finds that the inspired 
real1zatio.n wil l deetro.y the s'tructur~ 
.of anothrc)r re.ali zation t . .t-3.t is in p:etgress 
then th,'A.t rnusit.i.an ca n c · ... ose not tt) 
pr ,oceed with the insDirer: r(~alizati (ill. 

if' a musie .i~z1n, .vhen :nt:~pircd to re~.!liz e 
i.;he inner cound vibr.-1. tior~s ~j,nd the ···;cJ1se 
of t h.e vi. bra ti.ons o:t' the :.nner be inc; o:f 
that musician • :finds tlv1·t inspired 
realization will augment i;}1a structu.rf~ .. 
of another r~alizati •"In t hH t ~ s in or:-·~. ress 
then that mue!ician c·1n cht ese to _pr· ~~ oeed 
with the ins ~tred realizuti0n. 

if a mus1.cian, 1 'hen reaJ i zing t~t;; inr,et"" 
sound vibrations and the pulse (;;f the 
vibrations of t he innor 0eing of thqt 
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text continueda 

instruction for realization oontinue.do musician, finds tl,at the 
structure that that musician is realizing 
will destroy the structure 'that is being 
realized simultaneously from ant>ther 
musician. than that musician can eithor 
con :inue to realize the struct·ura , or c.an 
bring the structure to a halt wi thouft . 
continuing the realization, 
or can bring the realization to a halt 
a.nd then continue with ·the sa.tn.a structurt~, 
or continue with another structure. 

if a musicia.n.j' when realizing the inner 
so\md vibr~:1tions and the pulse cf t:he 
v1brations cf the inner being of th~t 
Aftusic ian, finds that the struc,ture th.P>t 
~hat musician is re2lizing will ~VJgment 
~he · atructure that is being realized 
simultaneously· from e..r1 ·ther musician , 
th~n that musician can continue with the 
realization. 

any spo.r~taner.)us reaction :f.com a musiciF.tn 
when realizing the inner sound vibrations 
and. the pulse of the vi bx·Rtions of the 
inner being of a musician tnat is realize 
simultaneously with H.nother structure 
realized from an~ ther musician, must 
~elate to the str 4cture that is 
simultaneously realized from another 
Jlusician, 
and must relfte to the spocif~c inr~r 
sound vibrations and the speciflo puloe 
of ~h? vib~c~tions o.~ the ~nner bei~g . t!!a t 
each ~ndi v:x,dt.tal rnus1cian l s r ·ealiz~ .. ng. 

each musician is to real.i.ze the innE"&r 
sound v.:. tn .... G.. ti ons and tha pulse of the 
vibrations of their inner being , only 
as they occur. 

when the spe,cific inner aoun'j vibrations 
and the specific pulse of the vibra tions 
of the inn~~r being of the musician tha t 
are realized, cease. than the specific 
realization is -co be 'brought to a halt, 

statements 1-15 of the fv:t··n~ula , (MANTRA) 1 

are t-o c onsi--s . ~ o·f' th·e ·· forr~iula • (MAN'I'RA ) • 
only, 
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text continued• 

instruction for realization continued• tha musicians are to realize 
their respective instruments between 
statements 16-28 5 of the :formula·, (MANTRA) 
and statements 286-JOO are to consist of 
the formula, (MANTRA) , only. 

as the vibrations of the single pitch are 
realized at each statement of the iormula. 
(f\/IANTRA), each member of the audienc·e, as 
they oontj.nue to meditate on, and v.ibrate 
in the inner peace and stillness within 
them, are to attune the inner sound . 
vibrations and the pulse of the vibrations 
of t!\eir inn.er being , vibrating in the 
inner peace and stillness within them, 
with the vibrations of the single pitch, 

and as the musicians realize on their 
respective instruments the inner sound 
vibrations and the puls~ of the vibrations 
of their inner being, as they attune ~ith 
the vibrations of the single pitch, each 
member of the audience is to attune the 
inner sound vibrations and the pulse ox· 
the vibrations of their inner being, with 
the sounds realized f:r:om the mue1cfans, 
as they attune with the vi·t1rations of the 
single pitch. 

each in¢iivid:ual member ~~f the· .audience 
will hear the vibrations of the slngl.e 
pitch differantJy, 
and each individual "~Nill hea:t~ different 
vibrations as they· occur; · 
and each i.ndlvidual member of· . the audia.nc ·e 
will hear the sounds rea1ized frotn the 
musicians differently. 

each individual member of the audience is 
to attune the inner sound vibratlons and 
the pulse of the vibrations of ~hair inner 
being, with the ~ibrations of the sinele 
pitch, as they hear them, 
and are to attune the inner sound 
vibrations and the pulse of the vi b1:--ations 
of their inner oeing, wlth the sounds 
realized from the musicians, as tney hear 
them. 
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text continued: 

instrv.c·tion for realization continued • the revolving prrJjections Etre 
to continue for three minutes after the 
:300th statement o:f the for~nula, (I~1ANTRA). 

three minutes .3,fter the 300th sta-tement 
of the formula. (MANTRA) • the revolvin~~-, 
pro jet cio.ns a:r-e to be brought to a. halt. 

the revolving projections are to gTadu0lr. y 
phase out during six find.l rotating 
OJtcles. 

the grad-ual ph;~.sing cut is to be 
syncf\.ronized so that at the final 
rota-ting cycle the revolving projeeticx:~ 
~ill terminate simultRneously. 

the soft white light is to remain 
projected at thG cet:tter of the perft.Ycm.f:.nce. 
area :fo;c three mi nu:tes after 'the 
ter11tinc -::; l ..:H1 of t1:tG1 revolving project i :n~~ , 

three minutes after t he ter ninati n of 
the revolving projections, the eof" 1:1hi tn 
light is to gradually phase out . 

the p~rformanca area is to remtairl d<l:r·l7 
for three minutes after the termination 
of the soft white light. 

. . . th "' . ~ '1 'l\ th vr~.:. ... e e perr. ormance area :ts aa.rR:, e 
musicians and light projgctionists are to 
leave the performance area. 

tnree minutes after the termination of t1s 
soft white light, the aud.i tc~ri urn lig! ts 
are tc bh ttu:ned on, and the audience la 
to leave the performance area. 

Gary McKenzie 
December 28, 19?7 
Madera County, Ca. 
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appendix At 

audience instruction & 

while the .Performanee area is dark , you are to sit in the 1)osi tion 
that is the l~ ost ct:m1fc•rta.ble and relaxing ·tor you . 

it is suggested that you sit upright with your feet placed firmly on 
the floor, and with your hands p_ .. aced en your knees, or at your sides. 
or fo ed on your lap . 

sitting in the posi tlon that is the most comfortable and rel(.~xinr~ for· 
:,rou •· YL· u are to relax your entire body. 
y ur entire r ody must b(~ wholly relaxed , and.. is ·to become so who:l.ly 
relaxed so as to feel weightless. 

as your body begin s to relax, you are to relax your rnind, which: i s 
to beco·me so wholly relaxed so as to be clear of all ,outer thought . 

as your mind a.nd body rela.xes, you .are to evolve to a :condi ticn of 
perfect peace &nd ~tillness within you , · 
a ~.d you are to evolve to such a eondi tion of pe.t~fect pe&.\:!e and 
stillness .so as · to hea.r the essence of that peace and stillr1ees • 
and so as to hear the inner sound vibrations within you , 
and so as to feel the pulse of tne vlbrations of yQur inner bei~~· 

a s the light projections are realized .. you are to continue to medi t,:;.te 
on , . and vibrate in the Lnner peace and stillness •. and the i.n.ner snut~d 
vibrations·, . and. the pulse of the vibrations of your inner being 
vibrating within you. 

as the vibrations of the single pitch are re)s.lized , you f.tX e to 
continue to medi tate on, and vibra~ta in th ~ in.ner peace a.r .. d stillness 
within you , . and as you continue to meditate on and vibrate in the 
inner peao·e and stillness v\ri thi n you , you are to attune the ir,-·· ! .'~r 
sound vi·or·ation?- ?-na the pulse of the vibra.-tions o:i.' your. irtnel ·· ... ·~ ing, 
vibrati.ng in th4~ inner peace and stillness within ;you. wi t'h the 
vibr ations.· of : t he ·; s!ngl e '--· p i t c·h . as·,;·tau hear thetn . 

as yau attune the inner sound vibt"a.tions and the pulse of the 
vibr ations of yr;ur inner ·tJei.ne: with the vibrations ot the sin~~le 
pitch • you are t-- attune the inner sc;und vibrations and the pul~1e 
of the vibration8 o:f· yc1ur inner being , vibrating ir the inner peace 
and stillness within you , with the sounds that a:t'"e rec:tlized frorn 
the musicit~.ns. 

you are to continue to medl t2.te on, and vibrate· in the inner pe'3.ce 
and stillness within you , after t ~ e vibrations of the single pi tc'1 
have been brouc-ht to a halt , a d :; s the light projections c· Jntinue . 

MA!~'I·RA I I appendix A ( 1 ) au~tience in~truct~l."- n 
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audi 1ce 5nstr .ction continueda 

and y -u ;.~_rs to G<>ntlnue to meditate on , nnd vibr:~.t e i.nner peace and 
stillness wi ~. n in y u , after the light pro~jectio.ns ha;ve been brought 
to a h~- t, and aq t he performance aroa is dark . 

you may _enve trte erf"ormq,nce a ·ea after ~he audi:torium ligr ts have 
been turned on . 

t '· ere i s tr be no applause . 

Gary 1VlcKenzie 
December Zl , 1977 
Madera C c~-. ~:r~ ·;.,j, Ca. 
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appendix Ba 

version Ba alternate formula, (MANTRA) t 

attack the single .pitcha ~ .. 

r. 
the sing e pitch is to vibrate to extinction within 18 seconds 

r ealize a 9 second pause 

the formula, (.MANTRA), ---.is to be realized 300 times. 

the intensity of the attack of the single pitch is to al~ow the 
single pitch to vibrate to extinction within 1 seconds, 

if · 1 e ibrations of the single "itch cease ·~.:,1fore the 18 second 
duration, t he musician is to count the rG·.nainder of the 18 second 
duration, 
and is to roali ze the 9 ae,C<-lnd pause, 
and then is tG ref<) l ize the next · statement of the fo t mula , (MANTRA). 

if t he vitrati ns of the 3ingle pitch are c.r:c .tdg to continue beyond 
the 18 second duration, 
the musician is to bring the vibrations to a halt a.t the 18 ~econd 
duration, . 
and is to realiz~ the 9 second pause, 
and then is to realize the ftext statement of the formula, (MANTRA). 

Gary ~~cKenzie 
Decomber 28, 1977 
Madera County, Ca. 
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appe HliX C a 

version C a ~1 ternnte f - rmuit~, (t~1ANTRA) 

attack ·he sin:rle p itoh1 ~- ··-

ffe 
the single ;itc is to vi·rate t extinction 

reBlize a 9 9econd ~ause 

the formu1'1 , (MANTRA) , :s to be rGalized )00 time • 

the in ~:ensi ty of the initial at t a.ck of the in <_;le: p.i tch i s tc be 
deter ~).ned by the spontaneous realization o:C L. f:c .~)ulse f tr. ':J 
vibrat.:. c,ns of the inner t einr; of the musiclan. 

Pach attRck cf ~he single pitch 2t each statement 0f t ~1e formula , 
( J \ I' • m""' •' ' • . • + i ' t h . • ).. . • ,~oo· t to. • .. , • 1 *' i 1 

i. r z,lJ.:R t-\ } • _e -co c<. nsl.s >.; o. · e same l..t1"vensJ.. ~y as · He 1.ru .. : 1·:... a ... . ;nc.tt . 

the .. uration o£' the single pitch vi.")rat ing t :> exti nction at Gt--Ch 

statemen·;:, of the f rmu ..... a , (Mid~*l'h. A) , is to cc.nr.-ist of the S'·"'?:;.·• 

durn.tic.n tn?t iB det~rmined from the spot t :--.;. eous re .. ~lizati on f 
tr e si 1glE~ :;:itch vibr2ting to extinction a t the ini ti~ 1 statement 
o:f th · fcrr.ula, OViANTRA.) . 

therefore "Lhe intensity cf the attack or · mhe single pitch , and . tha 
dur~~ti ~.n oft H~ sit1gle ~· itch vi --n:-·ati.n .; to extitlCl>io.n i:t~ ·t;o De 
eonsi r + ent at each r:.;t~-. tement of the formula, (.Mhl'-4Tf' A) • 

C·--. r:y McKenz.ie 
;.;. :; .embE~r 28 • 1977 
:.~au era County, Clt. 
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apper_ 1 i.. · ·o ~ 

any beJ.1 , 01 te1: p: a be 1.1 , c:f' cw lnd e!fini te Iii::·ch ~~u1 b~ U':H?.td. for· 
x· er:.li za ti. on. 

the ,. e l , ~:·.: teLJ:lG Lell th2t is used for ~~:)liz~ ·tion rf~U~>t .t""roduno 
~tl'di bl ~ vi hr.s.t.i ;, 1s f tl H nuratiou ;:r c~SC! i b~d for ·the fnz-eu1.: .. , 
{ lff~.l T~· A) , 

G~a-y ;IaK~ 1zie 
~ecernber 2S , 1977 
Madero Q)unty, Ca . 


